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Private Investigator Nicoli Nikki" Hunter, has recovered from a near-fatal encounter with a multiple murderer,
and is happy to get back to her regular bar and restaurant surveillance jobs. Unfortunately, the universe has
other plans. One evening, (as she's acting as a decoy/victim to attract a bartender bent on sexual harassment),
Jack "The Cat" McGuire settles on an adjacent bar stool and tells her a story that will alter the course of her
life.Murder Over Cocktails is the second mystery featuring PI Nikki Hunter, a thirty-six-year-old gun-toting
brainy beauty who excels at getting into other people's business. Hunter's office is in a marina complex in

Redwood City, California, where she also lives aboard a forty-six foot Cheoy Lee sailboat.Jack McGuire is a
professional cat burglar who stumbles upon videotapes of five gruesome murders while robbing the killer's

house.

Every fun person from the last book are here Bill Elizabeth DArtagnon and even another mention of Nikkis
unpredictable parents. Free 2day shipping. About The Series Nicoli Nikki Hunter is a private investigator
who lives aboard her fortysix foot motorsailer in Redwood City California and rents a ground floor corner

office in the marina where her boat is docked.In book 1 of the series Murder On The Menu Nicoli is 35 years
old and has been a licensed PI for two years.Shes fivefootseven and a hundred and thirtythree. by Nancy

Skopin.

Murder On The Menu

FREE shipping on qualifying offers. A dark irresistible cocktail of secrets murder and family Olivia . Murder
over Cocktails The 2nd Nikki Hunter Mystery by Nancy Skopin 2015 Trade Paperback at the best online

https://citylofistudypress.fun/books1?q=Murder Over Cocktails: The 2nd Nikki Hunter mystery


prices at eBay Free shipping for many products. Kindle Edition. The only child of a Cossack and a former
nun Hunter is a smart tenacious thirtyfiveyearold who lives aboard a sailboat in the San Francisco Bay Area
and works out of a ground floor office in the marina complex where she lives. Get Free Pdf My Book Of
Numbers 130 Kumon Workbooks. Murder Over Cocktails The 2nd Nikki Hunter mystery Nikki Hunter

mysteries. Find many great new used options and get the best deals for Nikki Hunter Mysteries Ser. Mystery
Thriller. Murder On The Menu The 1st Nikki Hunter Mystery Nikki Hunter Mysteries Nancy Skopin Nancy
Skopin. Buy Murder Over Cocktails The 2nd Nikki Hunter mystery Nikki Hunter mysteries by Skopin Nancy
ISBN. Murder Over Cocktails is the second mystery featuring PI Nikki Hunter a thirtysixyearold guntoting

brainy beauty who excels at getting into other peoples business.
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